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Well, we’ve waited and it
has finally arrived! As is
typically the case, everyone
is working hard at cramming as much as possible ,
in as many ways as possible
into our beautiful Alberta
summer.
Between summer vacations, time with family and
hiking as much as possible,
club members have been
busy.
We’ve had some great hikes
already and look forward to
the rest of our season.
We can all take pride in the
success of our club when
we see new and seasoned
members alike, sharing
their enjoyment of the great

outdoors.
It can be difficult to convey
to the uninitiated, the
physical challenge that is
presented by hiking to the
top of a mountain.
More than one newbie,
yours truly included, has
found themselves pushing
their physical limits of endurance to complete a hike
that seasoned members
seem to be able to do effortlessly.
Of course, with experience
comes conditioning and
wisdom. “The best way to
train for elevation, is by
doing elevation” as the saying goes.

tioning sufficient to meet
the challenge, is up to each
and every individual by way
of knowing what you’re
signing up for and asking
your trip leader about the
hike.
That being said, it’s wonderful see the thoughtful,
caring and supportive nature of our trip leaders and
seasoned veterans.
We have something very
special going on here folks
and I for one, am proud to
take part in it.

Ensuring physical condi-

Turkey Trek
Turkey Trek has become
our club’s annual windup
social taking place October
22-23 this year.
Typically, Turkey Trek
consists of two days of leisurely hiking with two
nights at Shunda Hostel
near Nordegg and an opportunity for

participants to share in a
wonderful turkey and potluck dinner.
While Turkey Trek may be
some time away, it’s important to note that each participant is responsible for
their own booking at
Shunda Hostel.

If you’d like to attend Turkey Trek, be sure to contact
Doris Walker @ 403-3468679 get on the list.
Then number for Shunda
Hostel, to assure your booking is 1-888-748-6321.
Gobble, gobble!
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Wasootch Ridge
Story and picture by Wanda Andras

June 12, 2010
Another gorgeous day for a hike with
the club! Lead by Sandy we headed to
Wasootch Ridge for an 8km trip up the
mountain.
I was wondering at one point if there
might be a helicopter at the top to take
us back down. That wasn't the case...so
after hanging out on the ridge with a
few others, waiting for those who
even went farther... back down we
went.
For some this was their first hike of the
year and wow they did awesome.

I'm always impressed how the more experienced hikers are so willing to share,
not only their knowledge and experiences
but if needed...their water, an energy bar,
bear spray and even their
"machete" (thanks Zen...I'm glad Margret and I didn't need it!!)

difficult for me to walk and talk at the
same time!

We split into two groups going down .
Following Arlene , I was amazed how
she could chat up a storm and hop down
the mountain like she was taking a Sunday stroll in the park!

I loved every minute of it. (well not
the part where I was umm..behind a
tree, watching my camera fall and start
rolling down the mountain and having
to chase after it with my shorts at my
knees!)

I would have replied more Arlene....but
my lungs were on my tongue making it

Getting closer to the parking look I
looked back at the ridge..and thought
to myself wow...I was up there looking
at scenery that is more breathtaking
than the walk up or down!
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Moutain Men Trip
Story and pictures by Del Raivio

Venue - HI-Hilda hostel
Participants - Steve, Jeff, Doug, Del,
Phil and Steve
Date - June 17, 18 & 19
On Thursday after arriving and getting settled at HI-Hilda Hostel, we
geared up to hike to the Hilda Glacier
and maybe the summit beyond.
Shortly after setting out we encountered snow on the moraine suitable
for some self-arrest practice, which
we promptly took advantage of. We
negotiated a mix rocky moraine, steep
scree slopes and snow traverses as we
approached our objective.
Upon discovering a cave, we scrambled up and into it for some great
photos, before a hasty retreat due to
overhead boulders that looked ready
to crush one or more of us without
warning.
Back on track we arrived at the glacier
and surveyed for a route to the summit.

Time constraints and distance conspired to keep us from attempting the
summit, so back we headed to the
hostel for much food, beverages and a
campfire complete with stories of
woe.
Fridays mid-morning awakening translated into a late morning shuttle to the
trailhead of Wilcox pass. The trail start
is well used and obvious but up on the
pass where it splits into many roads
less traveled our route didn’t present
itself without resistance. Thankfully,
above tree line, even snow cover
couldn’t hide our intended line to the
ridge to Mount Wilcox.
Our efforts this day also proved fruitless from a peakbaggers standpoint.
Once again conspired against, this
time by safety concerns over unstable
snow on our intended route and our
late start.
Our group split for the return down
with Jeff and Steve finding the more
“interesting” route descending just

behind the Icefield visitor center. A
refreshing beverage marked our rendezvous as a group before our return
to our weekend home. Another great
meal, fire and story telling session.
Saturday saw our group shrink as
C.O.E. claimed Doug and Jaspers’
calling claimed two more. And then
there were three. Parker ridge, after
two strenuous days, was a nice easy
hike that afforded us a great view of
Thursdays route and the slide that
came down over the path we were on
that day.
Farther along, Saskatchewan Glacier
and Castleguard meadows were revealed in all the breathtaking beauty
that is so common in the Rockies.
On our return to the hostel and being
rejoined by our Jasper crew we packed
up and headed to Red Deer for our
final meal and some good wine. The
perfect finish to a great weekend in the
mountains.
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Yamnuska
Story by Nicole Brown

June 26, 2010
Exhausting but exhilarating!
As a newbie (I believe this is the endearing term for such people as yours
truly) I felt very welcomed into the
group and felt safe knowing that we
had a competent leader, that being Dan
Czarny and many other experienced
hikers!
The day was absolutely beautiful; and
made for amazing views. How great is
it that we need to only travel a couple
of hours and we have such spectacular
mountains with breath taking views.
Yeah Canada!!
I found Yam excellent on all accounts.

It had all different types of terrain from a
nice hike, to scrambling, to scree, not to
mention the death defying; “are you kidding me” cable clutching, rock humping
ledge walk. Okay, death defying may be
a bit extreme. However, after doing the
cable without soiling one’s self, a newbie
can congratulate themselves for achieving
success!
After reaching the summit (pat on back)
we started our decent. This was my first
encounter with scree. How fun is that!!!
Just have to interject here with the scree
competition (race) that Candice and Dan
(Sims) decided to have. It ended with
Candice kicking Dan’s butt. However,
in Dan’s defense after the fall, he got

back up, and still claims he could have
won. I guess that remains to be seen.
People, do not do this at home, experienced hikers only! This can result
in a cracked coconut!!!!
In closing I want to mention the day
was awesome, I met new people and
enjoyed the expertise of several seasoned hikers. I appreciated all the advice that many people were so willing
to share. Thank you to Dan Czarny
for leading and Steve Irwin for bringing up the rear (so to speak). Other
than my knees being pushed to the
limits and a few scary moments, it was
well worth it; and I may have been bit
by the hiking bug.
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Wilderness First Aid
Story and pictures by Jack Burns

You are two days into that five day
backpacking trip with four companions. The weather is raining but you
and your friends are nevertheless
having a terrific time. Suddenly,
Teresa cries out in pain and falls to
the ground. You run over to her and
she tells you that she thinks that she
has broken her ankle.

ken ankle, a suspected heart attack and a
case of heat exhaustion. In each case, I
thought I responded OK. But did I?
Could I have done better? Certainly you
would have to say that the end result was
OK as everybody got home alive but what
about next time?
These concerns and the just plain old
curiousness prompted me to partake in a

You have no radio, no satellite
phone and you are
well beyond cell
phone range. The
trailhead is over a
day away. Even as
you look at her,
you can see her
skin pale as the
pain starts to overwhelm her. What
do you do?
Or maybe you are
out on a day trip
to Sentinel Pass
with your friend
Jim. Jim has been
lagging all day and
when you stop for
lunch at the pass,
he complains of a headache that has
been bothering him all morning.
You notice that he is having trouble
putting a sentence together between
puffs of breath. Do you have a
medical emergency on your hands or
will lunch, rest and a couple of aspirins do the trick?
Most times, of course, our hiking
adventures go without medical incident. Nobody expects a broken
bone or other problem when they go
out to enjoy our great wilderness but
things do happen. In the past five
years, I have been involved in more
than my fair share of incidents.
Immediately comes to mind a bro-

nine day Wilderness First Aid course
given by a company called Slipstream.
The course is a prerequisite for all mountain guides and is one of the most intense
courses I have ever attended. For nine
consecutive days, ten hours each day, you
are inundated with information on everything from anatomy to field expedient
dressings and splints to recognizing and
responding correctly to all manner of
illnesses.
And once people get sick or hurt, how do
you organize a rescue or better yet, make
an informed decision to carry on with
your trip? You are taught the theory, or
more often expected to have studied it the
night before (there is lots of homework

on this course), and then required to put it
into practice in simulations presented to you
in the mountains around Canmore.
One of your course mates plays the patient
and you are expected to follow a protocol
that will lead you through what would be
familiar to anyone who has had first aid, ie,
secure the scene, check for level of consciousness, stabilize spine, do your ABCDEs. Then the
course takes off into
new territory, at least
for me.
How do you do secondary assessments of
trauma patients? What
about Central Nervous
System exams, Abdomen or Chest exams?
How do you diagnose
and treat in the field or
prepare the patient for
movement? Is that a
kidney or bladder infection and what do you
do about it? When and
how do you make the
decision to go home or
carry on? What are the
legal implications of
treating somebody on your hike…or not
treating them?
The rain is pouring down and I discover one
of my course mates lying on the ground at
the base of a 20 foot cliff, curled up in a ball
and in obvious distress. I asked her what
had happened and between gasps of breathe
she explained that she had stepped off the
trail to pee when she slipped and found
herself falling.
Continued on next page >>>>
I confirmed that the scene was as safe as
possible, instructed one of the others in our
party (notional in this case) how to hold her
head and then because she was talking to
me, skipped the ABC and jumped right to
checking for Deadly bleeding. Finding
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Wilderness First Aid - continued
none, I treated for shock by covering
her with as many jackets as I could
find and erecting some cover from
the rain.
I did a complete head to toe check
and found that she had broken her
pelvis and had tenderness when I
touched her spine above her shoulder blades. I prepared a primary and
secondary evacuation plan and put
the primary into effect.

Fortunately for us I had the Club satellite
phone with me and was able to contact
emergency services with a request for a
helicopter, spine board and immediate
evacuation to Foothills hospital. That
said, she would still need to be prepared
(packaged was the term we used) for the
spine board.
So while constantly checking and recording her vitals to assist the receiving
medical facility with treatment and to
ensure that I was staying on top of poten-

tial worsening of her condition (I am really
worried about shock and/or internal bleeding to say nothing of a possible spinal injury), I built first a neck collar and struggled
to get it on her without moving her neck.
Next I created a pelvic girdle out of a
Therma-rest and then, despite her shrieks of
pain managed to apply it, rotate her into a
position where we could put her on the
spine board when it came. Fortunately for
us the helicopter boys from Canmore were
soon on scene and she was on the spine
board, into the whirly bird and on her way
to Calgary. Scenario finished the instructor
debriefs me on what I did well and what I
did not so well. My “patient” critics me on
what her impressions were. And then we
are off to the next simulation. Will it be
another trauma patient or will they simply
be complaining of a backache? Time will
tell.
This is a great course for anyone in the club
who wants to be prepared for that medical
emergency away from the comforting presence of a 911 call. The constant simulations
help to firmly plant the knowledge in your
head and the standards are very high. Many
do not pass the final written and practical
exam. And be warned, this is a committing
course and not for the squeamish or shy.
Be prepared to say goodbye to your partner
for the duration and get by on far less than
your normal sleep. But in the end, you will
feel far more confident that you can help
when and if it is ever needed. Money and
time, very well spent.

